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What is CPTED?
The proper design and effective use of the built environment that can lead to a 
reduction in the fear and incidence of crime and an improvement in quality of life.



Can you spot Michael in this picture?
This image serves as an insightful example for two key elements of CPTED: 
territorial reinforcement and maintenance!



Territorial Reinforcement
Includes “Celebrated Entryways” and Lighting



Maintenance
Positive and Negative Activity Generators



What is Creative Placemaking?
A term that describes the practice of using the arts as a tool for community 
development.



What can Creative Placemaking do?
Help us to reactivate space, particularly for positive activity.



Relevance to SRTS

● Children express concerns 
about walking and biking

● Effective use of limited 
resources

● An opportune learning 
experience for all





What does an art project have to do with violence?

● WyCo-SAP is focused on 
finding ways to prevent 
violence before it happens

● By bringing neighbors 
together, everyone is safer, 
both inside and outside 
their homes





Inspiration: The Inside Out Project
How can we use art that is reflective of the surrounding 
community to reclaim vacant, neglected buildings?



Why It Works

● Similar efforts have been very effective in preventing 
neighborhood violence

● Demonstrates neighborhood care for a previously 
“abandoned” place

● Draws attention, discourages negative behavior

● Encouraging the sort of positive engagement between 
neighbors that improves safety





Partners



Process

● Prioritized community 
engagement over speed

● Neighborhood Survey - 
“post” results TBD!

● Community meetings - 
lesson for next project

● Summer program students 
contributed art



What’s Next?

● Higher profile buildings?

● Integration into city boarding process?

● Tell a whole “story” throughout buildings in a 
neighborhood?

● Partnerships with schools or more youth programs?



Questions?



Further Reading

● The Field Guide for Parks and Creative Placemaking by 
The Trust for Public Land & City Parks Alliance

● Community Safety by Design by the Prevention Institute

● “My wish: Use art to turn the world inside out” 

https://www.tpl.org/field-guide-creative-placemaking-and-parks
https://www.preventioninstitute.org/publications/community-safety-design
https://www.ted.com/talks/jr_s_ted_prize_wish_use_art_to_turn_the_world_inside_out?language=en
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